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"Better than any night time drama!" "When I open one of this author's novels I know I will be in real
deep with some hot serious lovin with many a twist when least expected. This one is no exception
with it being another in this series that I have come to adore causing me to race to read the next one
as they become available." ~ Denise Van Plew for Candid Book ReviewsThings have gotten
downright smolderingÂ in Cotton Creek. Â The oil boom has the town bursting at the seams, and
has Cody and Hannah run ragged with the bar being packedÂ every night. Â Leave it to their mama
to come up with a solution.Stella talks to her sister, who, in turn, manipulates her son, Cade to go to
Cotton Creek and helphis cousins out. Â After all, he has nothing really on his plate. Â He just sold a
casinoÂ in Atlanta City and has no idea what he wants to do next. Â Cade isn't keen on the idea, but
his mother traps him with the old "family helps family" thing so to Cotton Creek he goes. Â What
were the odds that a month after he arrives, Roxie Ellis' 1957 T-bird would break down just outside
of Cotton Creek and she'd be needing a job to make enough to affect repairs?Gambler's luck?
Â Maybe. Â Whatever the case, sparks fly at first glance and before you can call red on a roulette
wheel, Cade and Roxie are neck deep in what is surely the most erotic bet of their lives.The
problem is, the bet becomes a whole lot more serious than either of them plan and soon Cade is
Playing for Keeps.
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Received this copy for an honest review:Cade Beckett's mom called and said his cousins, Cody &
Hannah needed help managing the Honky Tonk Bar. Two weeks later there he was in Cotton
Creek, Texas accepting the manager's position. Meanwhile, in Las Vegas Dini Merrill caught her
boyfriend cheating and with her friend Roxie Ellis decided to leave Las Vegas. As fate would have it
Roxie's car broke down, you guess it in Cotton Creek. They decide to go to the Blue Belle Diner for
lunch and there they both find jobs. Dini as a waitress at the Blue Belle and Roxie a waitress and
bartender at the Honky Tonk Bar. Well, when Cade first sets eye on Roxie at the diner he knew he
would claim her as his. The attraction between them was there for all to see. Roxie was to go to
work at five wearing a Honky Tonk t-shirt, so when she entered the bar Cade's attraction level went
to burn. She asked where he wanted her to be; oh that was a loaded question. Well, hold on there,
we have other characters to see about. Like Jaxon Riggs and Cody Sweet. When he entered the
bar, Cody said she knew he was the one. Cody ends up helping to save Riggs when an oil rig
collapsed. Then there are Jayce, Wes and Cooper who formed an oil company. Well, the boys
fathers were arch enemies, but the fathers got together to squash the sons' company. Lucas
Quinlan, Cooper's father, had an old fiancÃ© to cause trouble between Hannah Sweet and Cooper,
wondering what became of this new relationship time will tell. Well, back to Roxie and Cade, the
temptation is too great for both of them and they get it on and oh my. Finally, Roxie tells Cade her
secret, but is it too much for Cade to accept. Time will tell. Then when the rig collapsed, fathers and
sons realize that life is too short to work against each other, so they join forces. The final thing is
who is going to get there happily ever after. Is it going to be Jaxon & Cody, Cade & Roxie or Cooper
& Hannah?

Things have gotten downright smoldering in Cotton Creek. The oil boom has the town bursting at
the seams, and has Cody and Hannah run ragged with the bar being packed every night. Leave it to
their mama to come up with a solution.Stella talks to her sister, who, in turn, manipulates her son,
Cade (Cody and Hannah's cousin) to go to Cotton Creek and help them out. After all, he has
nothing really on his plate. He just sold a casino in Atlanta City and has no idea what he wants to do
next.Cade isn't keen on the idea, but his mother traps him with the old "family helps family" thing so
to Cotton Creek he goes. What were the odds that a month after he arrives, Roxie Ellis' 1957 T-bird

would break down just outside of Cotton Creek and she'd be needing a job to make enough to affect
repairs?Gambler's luck? Maybe. Whatever the case, sparks fly at first glance and before you can
call red on a roulette wheel, Cade and Roxie are neck deep in what is surely the most erotic bet of
their lives.The problem is, the bet becomes a whole lot more serious than either of them plan and
soon Cade is Playing for Keeps.Smoldering is absolutely right with book 5 of the Honky Tonk
Angels series. I absolutely loved this book! I think it is the best so far!! Cade & Roxie are
breathtaking and made for each other. It just takes Roxie a little longer to figure it out. Hannah &
Cooper, Dini & Jasper and Cody & Riggs and the rest of Cotton Creek....So many great characters.
I loved the interaction of the small town folks. So many emotions and feelings. Ciana is one of my
favorites! She sucks you right in the story. Highly recommended! You will not be disappointed.
Thank you so much!

Honky Tonk Angels is a place where you can fall in love for keeps while everyone has your best
interests at heart. Cotton Creek is an ideal place to call home. This entire series is really great.
Cade and Roxie are the newest "couple" in town and be prepared to fall in love with them. Lots
happens here and there is a twist at every corner. Don't miss this one!!!!!

This exceptional book is the fifth book in The Honky Tonk Angel series and each book gets better
and hotter than the last!!! Ciana Stone writes stories that captures your attention and heart from the
first page and will remain with you long after you've finished. Cody and Hannah Sweet are slammed
with business at The Honky Tonk Angels Bar and Grill since the oil boom in Cotton Creek Texas,
along with running a ranch and helping at the sweet shop. Cade Beckett just sold his casino and
hotel in Atlantic City and feels he is missing something in his life. All that ends when his mom calls
about family in Cotton Creek needing him to help run their bar, and if you can't count on family who
can you count on. Roxie and Dini are like sisters and when Dini finds her boyfriend cheating on her
they load up and out to Mexico, but the car breaks down near Cotton Creek. When Cade and Roxie
meet I'm surprised the diner didn't catch fire from the sparks flying. Roxie breaths excitement and
life into Cade and what Cafe wants he gets. Roxie's secrets hold her back from happiness but Cade
is her boss and you don't mix business with pleasure, unless you accept a bet.Catch up on the
other people in Cotton Creek and meet some new ones in this continuation of Honky Tonk Angels.
You will laugh, cry and want to shake a couple of Red Hat gossips. Enjoy the banter of small town
life and protective nature of the ones you love. I can't wait for the next book to see if Cody had really
found her "Mr. Mine"!!!I received this book in exchange for my honest reviewThank you Ciana Stone
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